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Beijing logistics

GREETINGS + SOME INITITAL
BEIJING LOGISTICS
All :
As we gear up and head out for an intensive and focused time in Beijing, we are including
here some initial logistical things that will help you prepare for the trip. Closer to the
departure date, we will be sending out another large logistics package with maps and
instructions on how to get from the airport to BASE and your hotel and with more details on
the items covered in this package. Additionally, once you arrive at BASE in Beijing, we will
provide you with an additional package with local maps and information. Again, there is
always an open offer to contact us by phone or email to discuss any questions or issues that
you may have. We may also be scheduling a skype session in the weeks ahead between
Ann Arbor and our studio in Los Angeles so that we can “virtually” meet and discuss some
things together. I (Mary-Ann) will be in Ann Arbor from April 26th - 28th and we will
schedule a meeting for all of those able to make it during lunch time on one of those days.
We look forward with anticipation to the work ahead as it leads us into the spaces of urban
and rural Beijing, in all its various manifestations, provoking new ways of thinking about
the world we live in as we move into the 21st century. Our collective contributions will set
the standard and pave the way for future program participants. The program does not
simply happen - it takes your ambitions, preoccupations and intellectual curiosities in the
world around you to motivate and create the conditions that will build the culture of this
endeavor.
We are looking forward to seeing you nd meeting all of you in Beijing, and to the work
ahead.
Sincerely,

Mary-Ann Ray
Professor of Practice, U.M, B.A.S.E. Co-director and Founder

Robert Mangurian
B.A.S.E. Co-director and Founder
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University of Michigan TAUBMAN
College of Architecture and Urban
Planning
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COLLABORATING
FACULTY:
Professor Zhang Jian,
Dean of Beijing U. of
Technology’s College of
Architecture and Urban
Planning, and other faculty
from B.J.U.T.
BASE Canine:
Mianboo

University of Michigan GRAHAM INSTITUTE Scholars and
UG University Students
Brian Dastin (Graham Institute Scholar)
bdastin@umich.edu

Beth Carliner (UG2)
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Therese A. Empie (Political Science, minor in Mandarin
Chinese)
empie@umich.edu

Matt Dolan ( )
mpdolan@umich.edu

Deena Etter (Graham Institute Scholar)
etterdee@umich.edu

Lilliann Dolley (UG2)
ldolley@umich.edu

Hira Khanum (Political Science/English)
hkhanum@umich.edu

Jordan Hicks (3G3)
jordanhi@umich.edu

Jeffrey Lavne (Political Science, Minors in Global Change,
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Yu-Huan Wang ( G )
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University of Michigan School of Art +
Design
Kayla Romberger (Graduate Student)
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Jeannie Liu (Program in the Environment, Minor in Chinese
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ljeannie@umich.edu
Josue Lopez (Chemical Engineering)
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Lydia McMullen-Laird (Ford School of Public Policy Business
Administration)
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Lenora Paige (Asian Studies : Chinese, Minor Program in the
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A Peach Farmer from a rural area
just outside Beijing is hired by the
Government’s Bureau of Weather
Modification in the off season to
fire silver iodide into the sky to
produce rain to water the 3 billion
trees planted in the city in advance
of the 2008 Olympics

WHAT TO BRING
Technology, Tools, Other
TECHNOLOGY+ TOOLS
It is recommended that you bring a laptop computer to enable your work.
B.A.S.E. has several printers, a scanner, digital projector, server and
wireless network. Many cafes near the hotels and at the nearby Dashanzi
798 Arts District also offer free wireless access. Digital cameras are
essential, and digital video cameras and audio recorders are extremely
useful for documentation and interviews.
While internet access will be easy at BASE and elsewhere in China, there
is the issue of the “Great Firewall” that blocks some sites like facebook
(since the Dalai Lama has a page), wikipedia, etc.
Tulane University will offer access to a VPN or Virtual Proxy Network to
get around these blocks free of charge. A VPN lets you log in from China
as if you are in other world cities.
There are many camera/computer shops in Beijing, so if you need an extra
battery or memory chip or some other item it is not an issue. However,
equipment costs in China and North America are nearly identical, so we
don’t advise waiting to buy cameras and things in Beijing (and you will
end up with an instruction manual and menus in Chinese).
Electronics these days almost always are set up to accept a range of 110
- 220 volts. China power is all 220, so most chargers and adaptors will
work without adaptors. Additionally, China has the smartest power bars
in the world that have a hybridized outlet shape that accepts ANY plug
type, so leave those adaptors at home! Hair dryers for some reason do not
work the same way and it is advisable if needed to purchase one locally.
A small portable external hard-drive is a good item to invest in to back up
your data, and to store bulky files such as image data-bases.

CELL PHONE
A mobile phone with a chinese number is ESSENTIAL for wayfinding,
meeting others, and getting around. Without it, these things can become
quite difficult. We recommend to everyone that if they own a GSM tri- or
quad- band sim card UNLOCKED* phone that you bring it with you to

Beijing and purchase a refillable phone chip/ SIM card for local use.
Inexpensive phones are also available in Beijing for as low as $25.00.
We can guide you to the right place to purchase the phones and chips
once you are in Beijing
Phone chips with an assigned Chinese mobile phone number, are for
sale at the airport (look for the small lecterns once you leave the plane
and approach customs). Then you can have the phone operating for the
taxi ride to the hotel, and can call if you get lost or if the driver does not
know the destination. The chips will be cheaper in town if you feel you
would rather wait.
*If you purchased your U.S. cell phone with a plan, your phone is probably
“locked” to operate only with that provider’s chip. To unlock your phone,
take it to a non-proprietary (that is, not Verizon, AT+T, etc.) cell phone shop
and they should be able to unlock it for you for a small charge, or you can
find information online to do the same. Nokia gives online instructions
for unlocking their phones. Generally speaking do not ask your provider
to unlock it, as they are not allowed to do it, although T-Mobile has been
known to do it. Unlocking your phone will not affect your current phone
service at all. Finally, to check that your phone really is unlocked, insert a
chip from another provider and see if it registers. If so, you are ready to go.

BUSINESS CARDS
You will find that you will meet
many people in China, and
the exchanging of “mingpian”
or business cards is rampant!
Even with the high tech culture
in Beijing filled with cell phones
and apps like BUMP, this paper
exchange offered politely with
two outstretched hands with
card facing up for the recipient
and given with a slight bow is
still deeply embedded in the
culture. If you have business
cards, bring them. If not, you
might want to consider printing
some either before you leave or
once in Beijing.

A Special Note on iPhones !!!!!
Unfortunately, iPhones cannot be unlocked safely. You could bring them
to Beijing to use some of your favorite apps and the recommended
apps listed later in this package. While abroad, be sure to turn off data
roaming on iPhones unless you want to return to find a $1,000 phone
bill (due to auto fetching) awaiting you (Settings>General>Network>Data
Roaming, OFF and Cellular Data, OFF) and turn off Fetch Data (under
email settings). Your iPhone will still be able to work with data, internet
and email in wireless zones such as at BASE.
CLOTHES + PERSONAL EFFECTS
Pack light. Clothes are inexpensive in Beijing, and we can give you some
shopping suggestions. The weather in Beijing is warm during the BASE
session, although May can be sweater/jacket weather, and it will get hot
in June and early July.
Even though often artificially induced, it does rain periodically in Beijing.
A light rain jacket comes in handy. Good walking shoes are essential,
everyday work clothes good, and one semi-formal get-up useful though
dress in Beijing is casual. Rugged shoes and clothes are good for the
field visits to the somewhat mountainess rural villages.
Bring any prescription medications that you may need for two months.
It is also good to bring the prescription for medications and eyeglasses
(have your doctor include the prescription and the distance between your
eyes)/contacts. Personal toiletries that one would find in the U.S. are easily
obtained in China. Bringing a U.S. hairdryer that operates on 110 power
is NOT recommended. 220v ones are available in China inexpensively.
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WHAT TO READ
Media, Books, Resources
Following is a list of recommended readings and resources to help you prepare
for the content of the work and experiences ahead. It is not suggested that each
of you will read all of what follows as it is quite comprehensive! But it is given to
you so that you can select things based on your interests.
We are also underway now compiling more readings that will take the form of the
Compendiums listed below and will focus on the subjects of the RURAL VILLAGE
and SUSTAINABILITY IN CHINA.
Most of the following books are on reserve in the Tulane Architecture library, and
they also will be available in the BASE Beijing Library for your use, but you may
want to purchase a few of these to take with you.

Required Texts
Beijing Compendium (available at http://www.lulu.com/content/paperback-book/
beijing-reader/4146394 ) Author: BASEbeijing.
A compendium of readings on the city of Beijing - it’s architecture, urbanism and
culture. Please note, if you would prefer to have the digital version of this reader,
we will be making this available at no cost to you through an FTP site.
New Socialist Countryside Compendium (available at http://www.lulu.com/
content/paperback-book/the-new-socialist-countryside-and-socialist-new-villagecompendium/2380954 ) Author: BASEbeijing. A compendium of readings on the
subject of urban and rural China, and especially related to the Urban Villages and
Rural Villages. Please note, if you would prefer to have the digital version of this
reader, we will be making this available at no cost to you through an FTP site.
Mangurian, Robert and Ray, Mary-Ann: Caochangdi Beijing Inside Out (2009)
Beijing, Timezone8 (available at www.amazon.com). Photographs and texts
describing the Urban Village where BASEbeijing is located. This book will help
you understand the context in which you will be living and working while in Beijing.

Suggested Texts on CHINA and BEIJING
Waley-Cohen, Joanna, The Sextants of Beijing: Global Currents in Chinese
History (2000) W.W. Norton and Co. A history of Beijing and China with a special
bias toward describing China’s historical globalism, dispelling age old beliefs in
the West that China has been isolationist.
Xun, Lu Selected Short Stories of Lu Xun, Translated by Yang Xianyi and Gladys
Young, Echo of Classics Series, (2000) Foreign Language Press. Easy to read
short story classics of 20th Century China.

Neuwirth, Robert: Shadow Cities, A billion squatters, a new world (2006) New
York, Routledge. This book gives a global perspective to the conditions of illegal
residents in world cities, and is related to the Urban Villages of Beijing and China.
Zhu, Jianfei: Chinese Spatial Strategies, Imperial Beijing 1420-1911 (2004) New
York, Routledge. An expensive book, but filled with fascinating diagrams that unfold
the spatial, political and social hierarchies and conditions of the city of Beijing.
Greco, Claudio and Santoro, Carlo, Beijing, The New City (2008) Milano, Skira.
A very well done book of photographs and texts that will help you know and
understand the city of Beijing.
Wu, Hung, Remaking Beijing, Tiananmen Square and the Creation of a Political
Space (2005) Chicago, The University of Chicago Press. A fascinating read - the
history of Tiananmen Square with inserts by the author of his memories of the
Square during the years that he grew up in Beijing.
Huang, Rui, Beijing 798, Reflections on Art, Architecture, and Society in China
(2004) Beijing, Timezone8. The “798” Arts District is the most famous Arts District
in China, and probably in the world, today. It is adjacent to Caochangdi. This book
describes the fascinating history, present and future of ‘798’.
Johnson, Ian, Wild Grass: Three Portraits of Change in Modern China, (2005)
Vintage. Three short stories that, while fictional, describe some current phenomena
facing modern China. The middle story is a fascinating account of the attempts
by residents to save their traditional courtyard hutong residence neighborhoods.
Dutton, Michael, Beijing Time (2008) Cambridge MA, Harvard University Press.
A ‘cool’ account of VERY contemporary Beijing issues, especially those related
to street life and underground culture.
Dutton, Michael, Streetlife China (1999) Cambridge University Press. By the
same author of Beijing Time described above, also a very cool account of very
contemporary issues in China.
Temple, Robert (after Joseph Needham)
The Genius of China: 3,000 Years of Science, Discovery, and Invention
A fascinating excerpt from a huge series of volumes that describes some of the
many inventions originating in China - everything from the printing press to the
harmonic scale!
Hung, Wu
The Double Screen : Medium and Representation in Chinese Painting
If you are interested in Chinese Persepective and representation in painthing, this
is the most interesting and clear illustrated texts on the subject.
Zhang, Xinxin and Song, Ye , Chinese Lives: An Oral History of Contmeporary
China (1987) Pantheon Books, New York. While written in 1987, these interviews
with everyday Chinese people about their daily lives gives a big insight into
contmporary China.

Suggested Guide Book
Pillsbury, Adam and Jiang, Shelley, Insider’s Guide to Beijing, Fifth Annual Edition,
(Try to Obtain the latest issue - the 2010 may be sold out at this time, but even one
of these that is a year or two old will remain very useful) Immersion China, Ltd.
This is the best guide book available for a long term stay in Beijing.

15 Essential Apps for Beijingers
Best for Beijing culture...
1 Beijing Style Snacks
This gourmet app details the recipes and history behind 120 traditional snacks. It’s written in
Mandarin, but the in-built Nciku dictionary works wonders with translating characters.
Free on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.
2 WildChina Touch
WildChina has created apps for the Forbidden City, Temple of Heaven, Lama Temple and
Tiananmen Sqaure, with interactive maps giving detailed information on the sites and GPS so
you know where you are.
Tiananmen app is free, the rest are 32.50RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.
3 World Series of Mahjong
Want to get some practice before taking on the big boys you see every day on your street
corner? This app follows the National Standard Mahjong rules and is easy to use. You can
raise your game by playing in World Series points mode.
19.50RMB or free for trial version (three games only) on iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and
Andriod.
4 Beijing Opera
If you’ve ever wondered what you would look like as a Peking opera star (and haven’t we all
from time to time?), now’s your chance to take the plunge and find out. Select a photo from
your camera roll, choose an opera mask to paint on top, then save the masterpiece or email
to your friends.
19.50RMB or free for trial version (choice limited to three masks) on iPhone, iPod touch and
iPad.
5 LaDiDa
Haven’t got the time or money for KTV? Let KTV come to you. This reverse karaoke app turns
anything you sing (or grunt) into a song. You choose the style (which ranges from acoustic
rock to dirty south rap) and the tempo. Works best after a few Tsingtaos or a banquet complete
with baijiu toasting.
19.50RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.
Best for saving time...
1 Business Card Reader by SHAPE Services
It’s a sad fact of Beijing life that not a day goes by without a new mingpian being added to
the pile on your desk. Now you’ll never again waste time manually entering in contact details.
Simply scan the card and the details are automatically transferred to your phone book. This
reader is the most accurate available and recognise Chinese characters.
39.50RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad; 65.50RMB on BlackBerry.
2 Bump
Help save trees and reduce the need for business card altogether. With this magical app, you
can share contacts simply by bumping phones together. It also alloqs you to share photos,
apps, music and more, and includes ‘virtual bump’ so you can share with friends not in the
same room.
Free on iPhone, iPod touch, iPad and Android.
3 Pleco
No more faffing around with dictionaries. Pleco is the best Chinese-language app around.
The free version has 20,000 words in English, Pinyin and characters, with tones and example
sentences. Paid add-ons include audio prounciation (63.50RMB), stroke order diagrams to teach
you character writing (63.50RMB) and an amazing OCR (95RMB), which lets you instantly look
up printed words just by pointing your camera at them.
Free on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.
4 Phone Locator
Scatterbrained BlackBerry owners of Beijing rejoice! With this app, you send a chosen
keyword via SMS (keep a spare handset or borrow a friend’s), and you’ll be texted back the
exact GPS coordinates of your missing phone. Key these into Google Maps and you’ll be
able to locate your phone within 20m. Even better, when you send the SMS, your BlackBerry
will ring, even if it’s on silent mode.
13RMB on BlackBerry.
5 Beijing Taxi Guide
Fed up with printing out addresses? From bars to restaurants, shops to museums, and
hospitals to sports cluba, this app has more than 3,000 Mandarin address cards to show
your driver. Food joints are particularly well represented, with around 1,500 listed, including
some very recently opened ones.
65.50RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

Suggested Language Resources (see also suggested i apps below)
www.chinesepod.com
Pimsleur : Chinese (Mandarin) BASIC: Learn to Speak and Understand Mandarin
Chinese with Pimsleur Language Programs, Audio CD, (2005) Pimsleur/Simon
and Schuster
Pimsleur : Chinese (Mandarin) CONVERSATIONAL: Learn to Speak and
Understand Mandarin Chinese with Pimsleur Language Programs, Audio CD,
(2005) Pimsleur/Simon and Schuster
Yuan, Boping and Church, Sally K., Oxford Beginner’s Chinese Dictionary, (2006)
Oxford University Press, USA
Rosetta Stone (we have found this less useful, but some people respond well
to the method)
Accela Study Mandarin Chinese iPhone App

Suggested (excellent) iPhone/iTouch/iPad Apps
IMPORTANT Note: If you take your iPhone to Beijing, turn data roaming off under
“settings” > “general” > “network” and turn off “fetch data” under email settings,
or you may end up with an unexpected bill of $900/month for auto roaming !!!
NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING 4 APPS are downloaded on your phone so no
internet access is required
1
AccelaStudy Mandarin Chinese
2
Duck Duck Go, CHS Systems Mandarin/English Talking Dictionary
3
A good audio recording app that allows you to download files to your computer
(note that Speak Easy and other apps do NOT support downloading) for use in
interviews, research etc..
4
Beijing Taxi Guide by HoodHot - Really Excellent!
In the margins to the left are 15 Essential Apps for Beijingers recently published
by Timeout Beijing.

Five best app for travel in the capital...
1 Beijing Genius Map
This app is a blessing for the directionally challenged. It functions like Google Maps with
a searchable high-detail street-level map and GPS locator but, most importantly, it works
offline. Perfect for those without unlimited 3G. 6.50RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
2 Explore Beijing Subway map
The best of numerous metro guides for the iPhone. Includes a street map, route planner, first
and last train times, and a clear diagram showing all stations and lines, including the newly
opened Line 15. 13RMB on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
3 China Drive
If you’ve jettisoned your bike, had enough of braving the subway and decided to get your
Chinese driving licence, this is a real gem of an app. It helps you prepare for the 1,300-plus
questions you could be asked in the written test, including such brain-teasers as ‘What
should a driver do when he needs to spit?’ Free on iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
4 Beijing Subway Guide
The only really decent English-language Beijing metro guide on the Android platform. As well
as a map, this app tells you the shortest route between stations, including estimated transfer
time. If your character reading is tip top, download the free Mandarin version. 8.50RMB on
Android
5 Beijing Air
Thinking about stretching your legs and walking to work but worried about your lungs? This
app shows the Chinese capital’s real-time air quality index, as monitored by the US
embassy in Beijing. Especially useful for those days when the pollution situation is ‘crazybad’. 8.50RMB on Android

Suggested Websites/Blog Subscriptions
China Study Group
chinastudygroup.net
Your can subscribe for CSG updates that will keep you up to date on all the top
current issues in China on a weekly or bi-weekly basis from both foreign and
Chinese press sources.
Sustainable China
www.sustainablechina.info
You can browse the archives and sign up for notification of new articles.
Timeout Beijing
http://www.timeout.com/cn/en/beijing/
For keeping up to date on things happening in the city of Beijing
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HOUSING and EATING
HOUSING
Getting Started
Our recommendation for housing, based upon our 6 years of experience
of bringing students in China, is the following....
We will make reservations for you at the 7 Days Inn Hotel which is a 15
minute walk from BASE for the first few days that you are in Beijing. For
a review of the hotel, see http://www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel_Reviewg294212-d1586035-Reviews-7_Days_Inn_Beijing_798_Art_Area-Beijing.
html or do an internet search: “7 Days Inn Beijing Jiuxianqiao”. We are
confirming the current rates now, and will let you know once we find out,
but it is one of the best values for a hotel in the city. This will give you time
to explore the other options in the following list for longer term and less
expensive housing options. We can assist you with this once you are in
Beijing. Some students have made other arrangements before leaving for
Beijing by contacting apartment renters or hostels.

Longer Term, Lower Cost Lodging Options
Note: Currency conversions are flucuating. Room rates can be negotiated,
and should be negotiated.
Sometimes a 15% service charge is added to prices, so ask about this.
Some locations are identified with Google Earth Coordinates.
B.A.S.E. is located at coordinates 39°59’36.04”N, 116°30’06.54”E

BY THE NIGHT
Artsel Hostel, Inside the 798 Arts District
This was a new find in 2010, and three UIUC students had a great
experience staying here. ARTSTEL combines the concept of Art and
hostel, Located right inside Beijing 798 Art District, probably the best
known art area in China, often compared with New York’s Greenwhich
Village. ARTSTEL, is not only cheap (shared rooms start at 69rmb/night
and monthly rates can be negotiated for less), budget accommodation, but
also a meeting spot for backpackers, independent travelers and artists.

Internet Hotel/Hostel Searches
1.
www.sinhotel.com
This website can be searched for Beijing Hotels. The two star selections
can be good. They have photographs and details for most of thehotels.
Hostels are also listed.
2.
The following three websites offer reductions on rooms for more than
50% the rack rate.
www.elong.com
www.ctrip.com
www.beijing-hotels.net
3.
www.hostelworld.com (NOTE: The following rates may be out of date.
Check website for current pricing)
This site has an excellent selection of budget lodgings ranging from
serviced apartments to guesthouses to dorm rooms to singles/doubles/
triples and serviced apartments that can be rented monthly.
4.
Beijing Peaceful Service Apartments, Wangjng District (neighborhood
next to BASE), Suites, all with bath, per person per night costs should
be listed and monthly rentals available. More like apartments than hotel
rooms www.nihaominbak.com.
5.
www.hostels.com

BY THE MONTH
Taxi Drivers Guesthouse Very Near B.A.S.E.
39°59’42.19”N, 116°29’56.89”E
In the Cao Chang Di Village and about a 5 minute walk from B.A.S.E.,
there is a guesthouse with rooms for 700 yuan (90 U.S. dollars) per month
with bathroom and “shower” (hose from sink) and A/C. Your neighbors
might be construction workers with 4 bunk beds per room, young artists or
filmmakers or taxi drivers. B.A.S.E. members and people who work for Ai
Weiwei have stayed here and describe it as basic. Room availability varies.
Internet Apartment Searches
The following websites post apartment listings. It would be highly
recommended to actually visit the apartment
before committing to one. The Wangjing District is a dense area with a
lot of highrise housing with fairly low
rents, and it as a quick commute (even a bicycle ride) to B.A.S.E..
www.thatsbeijing.com
www.wuwoo.com
http://beijing.craigslist.org
www.zhantai.com
http://beijing.kijiji.com.cn (chinese language only)
Also, see www.hostelworld.com described above, for monthly rentals as
well as nightly.

Hong Yuan Apartments
39°58’59.44”N, 116°29’04.62”E
Two towers (A and B) of studio, one, two, and three bedroom apartments
in the Danwei of the Beijing Dashanzi 798 Arts District (which is a great
location). Vacancies vary, and monthly rents range from about 3,800 yuan
(491.00 U.S. dollars) and upwards for the larger apartments. Mr. Wang,
86-010-84562268 (may not speak english)
Silver Maple Garden Apartments
39°59’25.91”N, 116°29’33.18”E
Very close to B.A.S.E.. Try an online search for available apartments, or
beijing.craigslist.org.
Central Palace Apartments
39°59’10.35”N, 116°29’34.68”E
A little under two miles to B.A.S.E.. Website: www.bjupre.com/page/
Central/index.php. You can contact
Lisa from Unique Properties who leases the apartments at lisa@bjupre.
com. During the summer of 2009, the rental rate for a three bedroom
apartment was 8,000 rmb per month + 800 rmb utilities (total about $1,290
U.S. divided by three persons = $430/person.

EATING
Early Qing Dynasty travelers who returned from the West stated that “there
is nothing to eat outside of China”. There have been very few students who
have been with us at BASE that leave China without saying “how will I ever
eat this well again”? We hope that this will prove to be true for you too!
The economy of the Urban Village where BASE is located, while within
the city of Beijing, operates like a rural one. This means that food is
extremely inexpensive. The ingredients are fresh - the fish and seafood
are alive until you eat it and fruits and vegetables are grown nearby. One
can easily eat very well for $5 to $10 per day at local restaurants and
food stands. Once we are all in Beijing, we will give you some hints and
a map with the best spots identified! When we visit the rural villages, we
eat food grown, raised and prepared by the farmers.
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SAFETY and HEALTH
GENERAL NOTES ON SAFETY
The city of Beijing is known for its safety and lack of crime. There are no guns,
even the police do not carry guns. The penalty for drinking even one sip of beer
and driving results in the loss of a license and road blocks are common to check
for this. Traffic can be dense, so walking and/or biking must be done defensively.
The least safe neighborhood in th ecity is Sanlitun which is the western bar district
where drunken scuffles can occur. The location of the BASE studio is adjacent to
the Embassy District and the CBD and very close to the two International Airports.

IMMUNIZATIONS and VACCINATIONS
Check the Center for Disease Control’s website: wwwn.cdc.gov/travel/ for
recommendations for China.

REGISTERING WITH THE AMERICAN EMBASSY
You should register with the American Embassy to let them know you are in Beijing
and provide contact information online at https://travelregistration.state.gov.

HEALTH INSURANCE
Tulane University has a required Health Insurance policy for its students that
travel abroad available at a nominal cost. Every student needs to be enrolled in
HTH Worldwide (cost based on age and length of travel time), and in SOS (at no
cost through Tulane University, office of Study Abroad).

MEDICAL CARE
BASE is located about one mile from the Beijing Union Hospital that caters to
foreigners and has english speaking doctors, staff and a full pharmacy of western
drugs and medications.

DENTAL CARE
If you need dental work done, we can recommend a first rate dentist with rates
at about 10% of what they are in the states.

EYE CARE
We can also recommend a very goo optometrist who sells (really good copies of)
designer frames with prescription lenses, including progressives, for about $30
or $40 US dollars. Bring your prescription and the distance between your eyes
from your doctor here.

